Patch-seq, combining patch-clamp electrophysiology with single-cell RNA-sequencing 21 (scRNAseq), enables unprecedented single-cell access to a neuron's transcriptomic, 22 electrophysiological, and morphological features. Here, we present a systematic review and re-23 analysis of scRNAseq profiles from 4 recent patch-seq datasets, benchmarking these against 24 analogous profiles from cellular-dissociation based scRNAseq. We found an increased 25 likelihood for off-target cell-type mRNA contamination in patch-seq, likely due to the passage of 26 the patch-pipette through the processes of adjacent cells. We also observed that patch-seq 27 samples varied considerably in the amount of mRNA that could be extracted from each cell, 28 strongly biasing the numbers of detectable genes. We present a straightforward marker gene-29 based approach for controlling for these artifacts and show that our method improves the 30 correspondence between gene expression and electrophysiological features. Our analysis 31 suggests that these technical confounds likely limit the interpretability of patch-seq based single-32 cell transcriptomes. However, we provide concrete recommendations for quality control steps 33 that can be performed prior to costly RNA-sequencing to optimize the yield of high quality 34 samples.
Introduction

38
Linking gene expression to a neuron's electrical and morphological features has long been a 39 goal of cellular neuroscience. To this end, one strategy is to use the same patch-clamp 40 electrode for electrophysiological characterization for mRNA sampling, for example, by 
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To identify "on" marker genes, we initially used the Tasic dataset, and selected genes whose 143 average expression in the chosen cell type was >10 times relative all other cell types in the 144 dataset, with an average expression in the cell type of >100 TPM. From this initial gene list, we 145 next filtered these genes to only include those that were expressed >10 TPM/cell in >75% of all 146 cells of that type in Tasic, and >1 UMI/cell in >50% of all cells of that type in Zeisel. Using the 147 Tasic nomenclature, we defined "on" markers for Ndnf, Sncg, Pvalb, and Pyramidal cell types.
149
To identify "off" marker genes for broad cell types (shown in Supplementary Table 3) , as an 150 initial listing we used the set of cell type-specific marker genes for broad cell classes in the 151 mouse cortex, defined in our previous work using the NeuroExpresso database (Tasic et al., 152 2016). Specifically, we used the set of cortical markers derived from single-cell RNA-seq for 153 astrocytes, endothelial cells, microglia, oligodendrocytes, oligodendrocyte precursor cells, and 154 pyramidal cells. From this list, we first filtered out lowly expressed genes that were expressed 155 <10 TPM/cell in >50% of all cells of that type in Tasic, and <1 UMI/cell in >50% of all cells of 156 that type in Zeisel. Next, we filtered genes too broadly expressed in our patch-seq cell types of 157 interest by assessing the expression of these genes in the Ndnf, Sncg, Pvalb, and Pyramidal 158 cell types, removing genes that were expressed at a level greater than >10 TPM/cell in >33% of 159 all cells of that type in Tasic, and >2 UMI/cell in >33% of all cells of that type in Zeisel.
161
When defining on and off marker genes for inhibitory cell subtypes (e.g., the Ndnf cell type), we 162 did not compare these cells to other GABAergic cells. For example, when defining "on" markers 163 for Ndnf cells, we did not compare these cells' expression to Pvalb or Sst cells. We note that 164 this choice limits our ability to identify inhibitory-to-inhibitory cell contamination, for example, an 
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The final list of filtered mouse cell type specific marker genes used in this study are provided in 171
Supplementary Table 4 . 172 173
To obtain a list of human cell type specific marker genes for use for the Bardy dataset, we made 174 use of classic cell-type specific markers for astrocytes and microglia, based on human purified 175 cell types shown in Figure 4A of reference (Zhang et al., 2016) .
177
Summarizing cell type-specific marker expression
179
When directly comparing expression values from patch-seq data to dissociated cell data, we 180 compared the Cadwell and Földy datasets to Tasic, as these all were quantified using TPM and 181 employed Smart-seq-based methods. Similarly, we compared Fuzik dataset to Zeisel, as these 182 both used C1-STRT and were quantified using unique molecule identifiers (UMIs), normalized 183 as UMI counts per million. We summarized a single-cell sample's expression of multiple cell 184 type-specific markers using the sum of the log2 normalized expression values. Given a patch-185 seq sample of cell type identity A (e.g., a pyramidal cell) and wanting to quantify its normalized 186 expression of "off" markers for cell type B (e.g., microglial markers), we used the dissociated cell 187 data to estimate the median expression of cell type B's "markers in cells of type A (e.g., median 188 expression level of microglial markers in pyramidal cells) and the median expression of cell type 189 B's markers in cells of type B (e.g., median expression level of microglial markers in microglia 190 cells). Specifically, we normalized expression to a value of approximately 0 to 1, as follows: 
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Lastly, to obtain a scalar quality score for transcriptomic data from patch-seq samples (e.g., for 200 analysis of electrophysiological data), we used the Spearman correlation of each patch-seq 201 sample's expression of "on" and "off" marker genes to the average expression profile of 202 dissociated cells of the same cell type (shown in Supplement Figure 3 ). For example, for an 203
Ndnf patch-seq sample from Cadwell, we first calculated the average expression profile of Ndnf 204 cells from Tasic across the set of all "on" and "off" marker genes (i.e., Ndnf markers, pyramidal 205 cell markers, astrocyte markers, etc.), and then calculated the correlation between the patch-206 seq cell's marker expression to the mean dissociated cell expression profile. Since these 207 correlations could potentially be negative, we set quality scores to a minimum of 0.1. A 208 convenient feature of this quality score is that it yields low correlations for samples with 209 relatively high contamination as well as those where contamination is largely undetected but 210 expression of endogenous "on" markers is also low (Supplement Figure 3) . 211 212
Analysis of factors influencing the numbers of genes detected per cell 213 214
We analyzed how the following factors influenced the numbers of genes detected per cell: where each term above was first scaled to z-scores, yielding standardized beta coefficients.
227
Combined analysis of transcriptomic and electrophysiological features
229
We analyzed correlations between transcriptomic and electrophysiological features using an 230 approach similar to our previous work . For each patch-seq dataset, we 231 first filtered for genes whose average expression was > 30 th percentile relative to all genes in 232 the dataset. We analyzed electrophysiological features overlapping with our previous analysis, 
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We performed an analogous analysis for comparison of pooled-cell correlations based on the 
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Computer code and data availability 261 262
All computational code and associated data has been made accessible at 263 https://github.com/PavlidisLab/patchSeqQC and code for the RNAseq pipeline is accessible at 264 https://github.com/PavlidisLab/rnaseq-pipeline.
266 267
Results
269
To quantitatively assess the influence of patch-seq specific technical confounds, we performed 270 a re-analysis of four recently published patch-seq datasets. We focused our analyses on three 271 datasets obtained from mouse acute brain slices (Cadwell et We first assessed if patch-seq based single-cell transcriptomes might have been contaminated 280 by mRNA from other cells adjacent to the patched cell ( Figure 1A, B ), termed off-target cell-type 281 contamination (Okaty et al., 2011) . For example, is there paradoxical expression of genes 282 specific to microglia in the scRNAseq profile of a recorded pyramidal cell? To address this 283 question, we made use of the fact that the broad identities of the recorded cells can be 284 ascertained from morphological and electrophysiological features without relying on the 285 transcriptomic data (see Methods). Furthermore, we used multiple mouse forebrain scRNAseq 286 datasets collected from dissociated cells to define lists of marker genes specific to various 287 cortical and hippocampal cell types (Supplementary Table 4 ) ( 
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We detected that some of the single cell samples from the three mouse datasets collected from 291 acute brain slices expressed markers for multiple distinct cell types (Figure 1 , Supplement 292 Figure 1 ). For example, some of the cortical layer 1 elongated neurogliaform cells (eNGCs) 293 characterized in the Cadwell dataset appeared to also express multiple marker genes specific to 294 pyramidal cells ( Figure 1C ), such as Slc17a7, the vesicular glutamatergic transporter VGLUT1. 295
Similarly, many of the cells identified as hippocampal regular spiking GABAergic interneurons in 296
the Földy dataset also expressed microglial and pyramidal cell markers ( Figure 1H ).
298
We sought to quantify the extent of off-target cell type contamination in the mouse patch-seq 299 samples. We directly compared the patch-seq-based expression profiles to cellular dissociation- indices also expressed markers of their own cell type at lower levels (Supplement Figure 3) . 309
We note that we saw less off-target cell type marker expression in the Fuzik dataset relative to 310 the Cadwell and Földy datasets (Supplement Figure 2 ), suggesting either less contamination 311 in these cells or that the lower gene detection rate in this dataset ( Figure 3B ) obscures our 312 ability to use expression profiles to identify cellular contamination. 
Bardy), we wondered if this dataset would show less off-target cell type marker expression compared to the three mouse acute brain slice datasets. Indeed, when assessing astrocyte 332 marker expression in the population of electrophysiologically-mature neurons (with markers 333 based on purified human cells (Zhang et al., 2016)), we found these neurons showed some, but 334 overall very little, expression of astrocyte markers relative to the mature astrocytes also profiled 335 in this dataset (Figure 2A, B ). In addition, both neurons and astrocytes showed almost no 336 expression of microglia markers (Figure 2A) , perhaps unsurprisingly, since microglial cells are 337 not present in these cultures (Bardy et al., 2016) . This example provides suggestive evidence 338 that the density of processes of adjacent cells might contribute to off-target mRNA 
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( Figure 3A) . Specifically, since the same amount of ERCC spike-in mRNAs are added to each 359 sample, we can use the ratio of spike-in reads to the total count of sequenced reads to estimate 
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We used a multivariate regression approach to ask how various technical factors contribute to Similarly, cells with a larger ratio of spike-in reads to total sequenced reads (i.e., with lower 370 initial amounts of cellular mRNA; Figure 3A ), had lower numbers of detected genes across all of 371 the datasets ( Figure 3D ), pointing to the importance of mRNA extraction efficiency. In addition, 372
we saw considerably greater ranges in the spike-in ratio in the patch-seq datasets relative to the 373 Tasic dataset (Cadwell: 3-17%, Bardy: 3-37%, Tasic: .4-4%).
375
Next, we reasoned that though many mRNA transcripts might be extracted from a cell, not all of 376 these would be sufficiently high quality to map to the reference (e.g., they might reflect 377 degraded mRNAs (Cadwell et al., 2017b (Cadwell et al., , 2017a , other contaminants, etc.). To account for this 378 possibility, we calculated the ratio of unmapped to mapped reads, after excluding reads 379 mapping to spike-ins. Cells with very large ratios of unmapped to mapped reads had fewer 380 genes detected ( Figure 3C ). This technical factor was especially important in the Földy and 381 Bardy datasets, with some cells in the Földy dataset having fewer than 10% of reads mapped to 382 the transcriptome ( Figure 3G ). Lastly, we further wondered if cells showing greater amounts of 383 off-target cell type contamination would also have a greater number of detected genes. We 384 found that cells with greater contamination indices from the Cadwell and Földy datasets (i.e., the 385 acute slice-based patch-seq datasets) had more genes detected, consistent with previous 
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Regression models calculated using only cells containing mRNA spike-ins. D-H) Examples of univariate relationships
between technical factors and detected gene count per cell (dots) across patch-seq datasets. Grey line shows best fit
405
Accounting for technical factors improves the correspondence with electrophysiological features 406 407
Lastly, we performed an integrated analysis of gene expression and electrophysiological 408 features for the 3 mouse-based patch-seq datasets, reasoning that more lower quality patch-409 seq samples would be less informative of relationships between cellular electrophysiology and 410 gene expression . We first calculated a quality score for each patch-seq 411 sample, based on the similarity of its marker expression to dissociated cells of its same type
412
(see Methods; Supplement Figure 3) . After statistically down-weighting lower quality cells, we 413 observed a modest improvement in the correspondence between gene expression and 414 electrophysiology, as evidenced by an increase in the number of genes significantly correlated 415
with electrophysiological features (FDR < 0.1, Figure 4A, B ). In addition, after correction, we 416 found more genes overlapping with those identified in our previous gene-electrophysiology 
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Discussion
439
The patch-seq technique reflects a considerable leap in our ability to interrogate a neuron 440 across multiple features of its activity. However, across our analyses of multiple patch-seq 441 datasets, we noticed several technical issues that appeared to be shared across experiments.
442
First, in the three mouse datasets collected from acute brain slices (Cadwell et 
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To detect off-target cell type contamination, our main approach was to compare patch-seq 453 based single-cell transcriptomes to dissociated-cell based reference scRNAseq data from 454 similar cell types. We used these reference data to identify cell type-specific marker genes as 455 well as to determine approximately how much off-target marker expression would be expected 456 in each cell type. We note that there are obvious methodological differences between 457 dissociated-cell scRNAseq and patch-seq (Cadwell et al., 2017b (Cadwell et al., , 2017a , such as the strain 458 induced by dissociating cells (Wu et al., 2017) or that patch-seq might be more likely to sample 459 transcripts from distal cellular processes. Thus we cannot conclusively rule out that some of the 460 off-target cell type marker expression might reflect a true biological signal, as opposed to mRNA 461 contamination from adjacent cells. However, we note that the use of marker genes to identify 462 suspected off-target contamination is a routine quality control step in cell type-specific gene 
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We speculate that the sources of off-target contamination are the processes of cells adjacent to 468 the patch-pipette. For example, while there are relatively few cell bodies in layer 1 of the 469 neocortex, there are processes of other cell types like pyramidal cells, and it is well established 470 that these processes contain mRNA transcripts (Glock et al., 2017) . In addition, we noticed that 471 we routinely observed expression of microglial markers in the mouse patch-seq samples. This is 
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Alternatively, such contamination might take place following mRNA extraction during the 479 retraction of the pipette from the neuropil and recording chamber. Assuming that neuropil is the 480 major source of off-target contamination, this suggests that there may be advantages to 481 performing patch-seq on sparsely cultured or acutely dissociated cells (Bardy et al., 2016;  482 Kodama et al., 2012; Schulz et al., 2006) .
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Our analyses identified several technical factors that influence the numbers of genes detected 
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The effect of these technical confounds on downstream analyses of patch-seq data is likely 496 context specific. For example, the presence of a small degree of off-target contamination is 497 likely to be of little consequence if the patch-seq data is used as a "Rosetta stone", to help 
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Our analyses point to quality control steps that can improve the yield of high-quality patch-seq 
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To summarize, though patch-seq provides a powerful method for multi-modal neuronal 
